“Migration is an expression of the human
aspiration for dignity, safety and a better
future. It is part of the social fabric, part of
our very make up as a human family”
Ban Ki-moon
Coordinator

“Europe for Citizens” is a program
established by the European Union for
the period 2014-2020 and aims to
contribute to citizens' understanding of
the EU, its history and diversity, raise
awareness of remembrance, and to
encourage democratic participation of
citizens at EU level.

Crisis in Numbers
Only in 2015 EU countries received more
than 1.294.000 asylum applications.

I.R.T.E.A. is an innovative Think-Tank in
Greece and Europe aiming to bridge the
gap between the academic knowledge
and the business world, politics and
society with youth as key driver.
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836.627 MIGRANTS

More than 54.000

arrived in Greece in 2015

trapped in Greece

The Project is running in

Athens - Αθήνα
Tirana - Tiranë
Brussels - Bruxelles
Nicosia - Λευκωσία

RESTART wishes to inform and raise awareness in key
countries regarding the refugee crisis, Greece, Albania,
Cyprus as main routes for the refuges and Belgium as
the heart of Europe.

Aims of the project


RESTART’s Main Activities

Assist young people understand the complexity of the
EU decision making process and the importance of
active participation



Inform refugees about their rights and obligations as
asylum seekers in the EU



Promote voluntarism in order to reinforce European
and active citizenship



Workshops



Simulation Game



Structured Dialogue



Voluntarism and Study Visit at Refugees’ Campus

Counter the stigmatization of the refugees by
informing and engaging public to a debate about it


Expected outcomes of the Project


Creation of an official policy paper by
the participating youth



Promotion of the understanding of the EU
function and policies



Promotion of active citizenship



Building of a common European identity



Promotion of intercultural understanding,
both on migration and the international
dimension of the project

If you want to offer and gain
valuable knowledge and skills

Get Involved!
Visit our website
www.europe-restart.eu
RESTART.eu
europe.restart@gmail.com

RESTART_EfC

Contact us
Athens, Greece
56 Panepistimiou Avenue
Athens, Greece, P.C.: 106 78
Telephone: (+30) 213 0250 217
e-mail: irtea.greece@gmail.com
Belgium, Brussels Office
IRTEA@IdeasGarden
235 Rue de la Loi, Box 27, B-1040
Bruxelles, Belgium

www.europe-restart.eu
europe.restart@gmail.com
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